Clinically useful detection criteria for sentinel nodes in patients with breast cancer using a radioisotope technique.
The radioisotope technique has been used to identify sentinel nodes in patients with breast cancer. However, quantitative analysis of the radioactivity for detecting the sentinel nodes was not previously examined. In this study, we considered a clinically useful criterion for detecting sentinel nodes by a detailed analysis of 312 sentinel nodes using the radioisotope technique. Patients with T1-2, N0 breast cancer were eligible for this study. The nodes with the highest radioactivity after injection of technetium-labeled tin colloids were identified as hot nodes. The radioactivities of the hot nodes and the background counts of the axillary basin were examined in order to establish new criteria for detecting the sentinel nodes. Between May 1997 and December 2001, 312 hot nodes were detected in 183 of 186 patients (98.4%). Since the false-negative rate for metastasis in hot nodes was only 2.1% (1/48), they could serve as sentinel nodes to predict the nodal status. However, there was a wide distribution of the hot nodes and the background in terms of absolute counts and a criterion for the sentinel nodes could not be established in terms of the absolute counts. When we adopted the criterion of sentinel nodes with a >/=100 count ratio in relation to the background, only 169 hot nodes (54.3%) met our definition. When the criterion of a >or=10 count ratio was adopted, all hot nodes met our definition and all other nodes remained non-sentinel nodes. The criterion for defining sentinel nodes in our method is a node with a >or=10 count ratio with respect to the background. It is recommended that an analysis based on such objective data should be investigated in order to provide surgeons with more accurate and clinically useful criteria for detecting sentinel nodes.